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Teaching Statement 

NOTE: Underlined items are included as both hardcopy print editions within this dossier and/
or are linked as text/audio/video at the previously described online web supplement page. 

Without question teaching is my favorite aspect of the job.  Once the door closes there is a sense I have 
always gotten, one of infinite possibility.  Each day I look to practice or implement the best of what I 
experienced as a student at each level, trying always to remember the humorous but I think precise 
aphorism; you graduate from the undergraduate experience thinking you know everything, and from the 
graduate experience thinking you know nothing and once upon completing the Ph.D. you realize that 
nobody knows anything.  My classes then become for me chances to, of course pass along accrued 
wisdom and experience, but to also challenge student assumptions and demand they challenge my own.  
At the risk of further exposing my often expressed agenda to inspire among my student a radical 
engagement with the world I do find exhilarating the potential in finding synthesis in the collision of 
thesis and antithesis. 

From day one I put my politics and agenda on the table.  As we learned, particularly during the 
journalism/media studies Ph.D. process, the only real way to be balance or mitigate bias is to openly 
express it and offer one’s biases up for public critique.  Again, students are never rewarded nor punished 
for simple agreement or disagreement.  Students are encouraged to “interrogate preference” and challenge 
any exposed bias with substance, on the strength of study and real effort.  As I tell my students, they are 
never graded on their conclusions, only the steps taken to reach them.    

Details are, of course, included in the following supplemental materials, however, with the assistance of 
just a portion of submitted statements on behalf of my candidacy I can better demonstrate the impact and 
reach of my work as an academic, teacher, journalist, media producer and activist.  For instance, and as it 
comes to teaching, along with the included evaluations are my consistently high ratings at 
RateMyProfessor.com - which can be viewed HERE or (http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/
ShowRatings.jsp?tid=1340421).  What these overwhelmingly positive ratings and comments along with 
other unsolicited comments and statements reflect is my deep desire to challenge, engage and become the 
positive interruptive moment in their educational process; the kind of moment I enjoyed as a student at all 
three levels.  Further, what these statements from RMP illustrate are the above and beyond efforts made 
by students to publicly praise my teaching.  Unlike official evaluations, these are unsolicited, without the 
backing of any institutional encouragement for these ratings and comments which may make them even 
more valuable in assessing the quality of faculty teaching. 

As a method, I am forthright from day one with my political biases, which even as we learn in doctoral 
studies, is essential in mitigating them. I can then more honestly challenge my students to grapple with 
their own and encourage that they - with substance, reflection and research - challenge mine.  My students 
are never judged or punished for disagreement, nor rewarded for the opposite.  But it is in this process, the 
struggle for synthesis through the beautiful conflict of thesis and antithesis, that my students and I grow.  
And it is this process which invigorates the classroom and leads to (along with the enclosed evaluations) 
the following kinds of statements from RateMyProfessor: 

“Dr. Ball is an inspiring, wonderful professor and human being. He is the best professor I have 
ever had in history. Without him I would not be the great thinker I am today. He is a treasure at 
Morgan State.” 

“favorite class at morgan yet the class was just amazing i want to take it again. he is very funny 
and blunt but he's great.” 

“I ABSOLUTELY LOVE HIM. Seriously he has radical views but I agree with most of them. I 
have learned so much in his class & he is definitely one of my favorite teachers. The homework 

https://imixwhatilike.org/msufullprof/
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he gives is a documentary then you answer questions. pretty easy. As long as you do that & the 
one project you should get an A. Be sure to show up for class.” 

“I took Dr. Ball for Media Literacy. He has very radical views, but he really helps you examine 
why you know what you know and life what you like. You will have a clear understanding of how 
the media works and how much of it manipulates the public. We watched a lot of interesting 
documentaries and had great discussions. Awesome class!” 

“I love Dr Ball. He definitely opens your mind to the bigger picture. although i failed (which was 
completely my fault, i didn't do any work) but i learned the most in this class out of any other 
class taken. he is cool.” 

And recounting the phrase I adapted from an old professor of mine where he said that, “we must 
always interrogate our preferences,” a phrase I’ve remade into questions I ask of my students, 
“how do you know what you know or like what you like?” another unsolicited social media 
comment from a former student says: 

“Janelle Bruce (@revjanelle_esq) 
7/24/16, 12:22 AM 
@fountain_jade @maddiefields_ @frankisgone_ @IMIXWHATILIKE "how do I know what I 
know & like what I like" 1st day of class he woke me up!” 

And yet another, unsolicited social media comment based solely on my engagement there and via my 
website comes from someone just wishing for the opportunity to be in my classroom: 

“Silky Johnson (@Man_What) 
7/21/16, 5:36 PM 
Man I would love to register for classes at Morgan this semester just to sit in Dr Jared Ball’s 
classes.” 

More than just what I do in the classroom, or how I engage students, are the ways in which my broader 
interaction with scholars, activists and journalists informs my classroom experience.  With no budget, for 
example, I have used my connections and the power of technology to bring the world into my classes.  
My students have interacted with international political prisoners and activists like former political 
prisoner from Cameroon Senfo Tonkham, they have heard from frontline activists in Ferguson, MO. like 
Reverend Osagyefo Uhuru Sekou and #BlackLivesMatter co-founder Patrisse Cullors.  During the trial 
between Robin Thicke and the Marvin Gaye family over the appropriation of Gaye’s music in Thicke’s 
song “Blurred Lines” we had an in-class live conversation about the music industry and copyright law 
with Gaye Family Estate attorney Richard Busch.  And when activist Rosa Clemente was challenging 
Rick Ross, Too Short and XXL Magazine for promoting “rape culture” she was live and direct in our 
classroom discussing that work and her long career as an activist and organizer.  

We have had former members of the Black Panther Party like Yale Law professor Kathleen Cleaver or 
Baltimore’s Eddie Conway, Paul Coates (father of famed author Ta-Nehisi Coates), journalists Glen Ford 
and Bruce Dixon all make classroom visits in-person or virtually.  Leading writer and activist Brian Jones, 
hip-hop artists and activists like Asheru, DC-based rapper most famous for his theme to the smash cartoon 
series Aaron McGruder’s The Boondocks, Baltimore rap legend Labtekwon, DC’s Mayor of Hip-Hop 
Head-Roc, MTV/BET host Amanda Seales, whose visit can be seen HERE/https://imixwhatilike.org/
2014/12/25/amandaseales/,  and leading media scholar Dr. Sut Jhally (whose visit can be heard HERE/
https://imixwhatilike.org/2014/11/14/sut-jhally-on-class-race-and-media/) are just some examples of my 
use of the classroom to connect students to the world around them and in ways they find exciting and 
inspirational. 
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Similarly, my tremendous archive of writings, audio and video interviews housed at my website, 
imixwhatilike.org (IMWIL!) and considerable social media presence, have also aided my ability to 
connect students with the broader world, while also providing service to my MSU community and 
beyond.   

 

IMWIL! contains no less than 280 archived audio broadcasts, interviews, lectures, presentations and 
mixtapes, 50 written essays, articles, commentaries and reviews, most from my time as a columnist with 
Black Agenda Report, and another nearly 300 videos consisting of my work, work I’ve produced or work 
with which I have been involved.  IMWIL!  is, as one supporter tweeted recently, “basically a 
revolutionary online classroom.” 

ghetto intellectual™ (@kzshabazz) 
6/24/16, 11:41 AM 
Shout out and big thanks to bro. Jared Ball for @IMIXWHATILIKE It's basically a revolutionary online 
classroom (emphasis added). 
buff.ly/28W0rJP 

Impressive as this online collection may be it does not account for the near 15 years of radio broadcasting 
and producing with WPFW 89.3 FM in Washington, D.C., Radio CPR (Community Radio in Washington, 
D.C.), the previous 10 years of broadcasting with the now defunct voxunion.com, or the thousands of 
mixtape radio compact discs distributed freely as, FreeMix Radio: The Original Mixtape Radio Show, the 
Emancipatory Journalism project about which I wrote my doctoral dissertation in 2005 and my first book. 

Further, these radio broadcasts and mixtapes are not to be confused with their mainstream, commercial 
counterparts.  In fact, the mixtape radio project was an activist, educational, high-intellectual, artistic 
journalism venture with research and an exchange of ideas that rival any popular commentary or even 
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academic journal work.  A few surviving examples of those FreeMix Radio mixtapes are housed at 
IMWIL!, HERE (https://imixwhatilike.org/2010/09/01/freemixarchive/) where they can be reviewed and 
where they demonstrate the depth of thought, archival research and presentation that I describe.   

The same can also be said of those hundreds of radio broadcasts also archived under the “Broadcasts” tab 
at imixwhatilike.org.  These, again, are nothing akin to what is often considered to be the extent of hip-
hop or Black radio.  In my years of broadcasting we attempted some intellectual heavy-lifting and 
engaged any number of deep thinkers, academics, artists and journalists.  In fact, so much is this the case 
that even my broadcasts have become academic intellectual production.  My on-air oral histories with 
founding activists of the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement have been transcribed for future publication as 
part of a special series for the Journal of Pan-African Studies.  My interviews with Dr. Frank Wilderson, 
leading activist/academic, have recorded thousands of views and downloads and have been translated into 
German for a journal publication.  There are also my challenge of Dr. Peniel Joseph on the meaning and 
history of Black Power and my exchanges with leading hip-hop scholars Bakari Kitwana, Jeff Chang and 
Dr. Dawn Elissa-Fischer regarding the history and meaning of hip-hop activism.  The latter interview 
figures to play a part of Kitwana’s forthcoming book Hip-Hop Activism in the Age of Obama  (Fall 2016) 
and my debate with Joseph was written about in the leading Black Studies journal Race & Class where 
Dr. Jonathan Fenderson included that my show had: 

… emerged as an important venue for commentary, critique and exchange of Black progressive 
and radical ideas in the DC Maryland-Virginia area and on the internet.  Conscious of the show’s 
existence as part of the Black counter-public, Ball intentionally explores topics that are explicitly 
anti-racist, anti-capitalist, radical and anti-imperialist. Ball’s show and accompanying website 
constitute a multimedia space where Black progressive intellectuals and radical grassroots 
activists dialogue about the myriad problems facing Black America, and the broader African 
world.14 It is a space where scholarly discourse meets social activism; where Michelle 
Alexander, author of The New Jim Crow, is put into conversation with Howard University’s 
Students Against Mass Incarceration; and where scholars on Malcolm X interact with members of 
the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement. It was this venue – where scholarly discourse publicly 
intersects with contemporary political engagement – that Joseph entered to chew the fat about 
Dark Days, Bright Nights.  

Whether radio broadcasting, conducting interviews for my website or producing, hosting and editing 
televised broadcasts for The Real Network I have conducted interviews with today’s leading activists like 
Patrisse Cullors, co-founder of #BlackLivesMatter, artists and journalists like Homeboy Sandman and 
DaveyD and my interview with Rosa Clemente, Dr. Dawn Elissa Fischer and Dereca Blackmon - Women 
Tell the Untold Story of the Rise and Fall of the Hip-Hop Political Convention - is the first public 
discussion of the groundbreaking 2004 National Hip-Hop Political Convention with three of the women 
most prominent in its founding.  And the previously mentioned interview with the now famous Michelle 
Alexander (The New Jim Crow) was the only one ever conducted simultaneously with her sister Dr. 
Leslie Alexander (Chair of African American Studies at Ohio University).  

I also have used my radio space as a platform to fight for the freedom of political prisoners like Mumia 
Abu-Jamal and here in Maryland Eddie Conway, the Baltimore Black Panther Party member unjustly 
incarcerated for more than 40 years. I fought for and helped the movement that secured his release and 
have since been a colleague of his at The Real News Network.  His interview with me (https://
imixwhatilike.org/2014/04/17/eddiesgjc/ ) for the show I did briefly for our school’s BEAR-TV, Inside 
The SGJC with Dr. Jared Ball, was among his first since returning to the community.  And it is through 
Conway and his partner Dominque Stevenson of the American Friends Service Committee that I have 
taught intermittent classes on Black History and Media Studies since 2011 at the Jessup Correctional 
Facility where I help maintain a bridge between those incarcerated and the community outside the walls 
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with their Friend of a Friend program.  Friend of a Friend refers to the code used during the Underground 
Railroad and is meant as a symbolic referent to the continuity of enslavement through mass incarceration 
in the 21st century.  This work also reflects the reach and impact of my work and my commitment to 
principles and approach to education and deep engagement with the community. 

My impact on the classroom as a teacher dovetails also with broader service to the MSU/Baltimore 
community.  I am routinely blending and blurring those lines often in support of or in league with my 
fellow faculty and staff.  For instance, there is the day-long symposium I organized in 2013 
commemorating the 45th anniversary of the assassination of Dr. King (for full audio and more please 
click HERE/https://imixwhatilike.org/2013/04/04/mlk45anniversary/). The event brought throughout the 
day more than 200 students and members of the community and included the involvement of my MSU 
colleagues, Drs. Natasha Pratt-Harris, Raymond Winbush and Kmt Shockley, along with many members 
of the Baltimore activist community, Tom Porter (former member of SNCC and curator of the King 
Center), Claude Marks (filmmaker with the Freedom Archives in San Francisco, CA) and many others. 

With our now former colleague Dr. Kmt Shockley I helped convene in 2014 our school’s Town Hall on 
the killing of Freddie Gray which included another of my MSU colleague’s MK Asante and 
internationally known rapper/activist Talib Kweli.   

And I am routinely invited to speak with campus sororities and fraternities and the Morgan M.I.L.E. 
program as well, as in indicated in this illustrative invitation from former director of that program Mr. 
Sales: 

 Dear Dr. Ball, 
  
 I bid you greetings from the Morgan State University Male Initiative on Leadership &   
Excellence (MILE) and Mr. Douglas F. Gwynn, Director of the Office of Residence Life and Housing. 
The “Morgan MILE,” is an institutional thrust that seeks to ameliorate the collegiate experiences of men 
on Morgan’s campus.  With a strong academic and intellectual core, the program provides students with a 
wealth of academic support services, opportunities for student engagement, and several off-site field 
experiences that will inspire and motivate students of diverse levels of achievement and backgrounds  
to reach their full potential as scholars.  Additionally, we create an atmosphere that allows students to 
hone and develop their leadership capacity as well as outlets for critical thinking and engagement.  
Furthermore, our program provides students with a space to develop not only a broader sense of 
themselves, but also a deeper understanding of their place within their respective communities as well as 
the larger world.  In a society where many black students, and several black male students in   
particular, share disproportionate experiences with education, a program like the Morgan  MILE is 
unequivocally an appropriate response.   
  
 We recognize your continued dedication to educational parity and we are grateful for the   
many occasions you have provided your wisdom and expertise to the gentlemen of the MILE.  For these 
reasons, we hope to continue our partnership with you to ensure that male students here at Morgan not 
only have a healthy and memorable campus experience, but also preparation upon graduation that assists 
them in achieving full success in their given fields. 
  
 We would like to invite you to speak at the Morgan MILE General Body Meeting on   
March 4, 2014 from 5pm-6pm in the University Student Center Room 316.  We are confident that you 
would be a great person to speak on the theme of  “Black Sheroes” that can help the MILE men gain a 
further understand of the Black Women that paved a way for them to be in the position they are in today. 
  
 Thank you for your time and any consideration towards our request and I look forward to  having 
the opportunity to meet with you to discuss this opportunity in greater detail. 
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 --  
 Marcus Scales, M.Ed. 
 Resident Director, Rawlings Hall 
 The Office of Residence Life and Housing 
 Morgan State University 
 1700 E. Cold Spring Lane 
 Baltimore, Maryland 21251 
 (443) 885-3390 

I have again been invited by students to keynote the February 2017 Frederick Douglass Memorial 
Convocation, demonstrating once again, that my teaching inspires students to want more from me for 
themselves and their peers and speaks to my continued ability to reach and inspire: 
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And, finally, my work in the classroom has been recognized by students on multiple occasions where in 
2014 I was nominated and in 2015 I in fact won an award from the Outstanding Morgan Men and 
Women’s Banquet (Appendix V for a picture of my 2015 award): 
 


